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In Monastir region, the Bulgarian-German line followed the crest 

of the mountains comprised within the loop to north of the valley 

of the Marihovo torrent in the eastern part, and that of Hill 1050 in 

the western part, and then crossed the plain to a point north of the 

village of Novak on the area of the River Cerna. 

The Allied line was a little below the crest, but at many points very 

close to that of the Bulgarian-German. Its total length within the 

loop was about 25 km., of which the western part (a little more than 





half) was held by the Italians, and the rest by the French. 

Most famous-important points were: Hill 1050, the Piton Brule and 

the Piton Rocheux. 

Hill 1050 has been reached by the Serbs in the autumn of 1916, 

but a Bulgarian-German counter-attack drove them off the ridge. 

Despite the conquest of Monastir by the Allies, the Bulgarina-Ger-

man troops controlled the mountains around the town till the end of 

the War. Hill 1050 has been conquested by Allies in summer 1918. 





During the War, Italians and French occupied only a part of Hill 

1050 and their lines always were under the enemy fire entrenched 

on the topmost ridge, from where the enemy machine-guns and 

artillery rendered most Allied attacks fruitless. 

Allies were subjected to a tremendous bombardment by artillery, 

trench mortars and flame-throwers. The communication trenches 

between these holes were so exposed that they could only be 

used after dark. On Hill 1050 no movement at all was possible 





along the line in day-time, and even the wounded had to be evacu-

ated at night, as the enemy did not hesitate to fire on them. 

From the so called “Castelletto” the Germans could observe the 

whole Allied front as well as the lines of approach, except certain 

little gullies hidden beneath the steep rocks, where the batteries 

were placed. 

On some hills known as “ Mamelons of Lebac,” some Italian de-

fensive works, which were far from the first line about 1 km, domi-





nated the important Meglentzi valley. 

To the north of the Makovo pass from the summit of a great mass 

of rock called the Piton Rocheux, Bulgarian-German troops domi-

nated Allied trenches, which were about 30 m. from the enemy and 

10 m. below them. Here the Bulgarian excavated numerous cav-

erns and dug-outs, which hid machine-guns. The Bulgarian-Ger-

man positions on 1050 and on the Rocheux sustained each other 

mutually, so that if allied had succeeded in occupying the one they 





should have been exposed to the fire from the other. 

From the Piton Brule, enemy dominated the Allied lines which were 

out of the range of that of the Rocheux. The ridge could not be 

taken by an Allied frontal attack unless the Piton Rocheux on the 

right had been first captured, because it was the Bulgarian batter-

ies behind the latter that dominated Hill 1050. Several actions were 

developed against it in order to destroy the enemy artillery, but they 

never had success.





The battle on May 9th 1917

On May 9th 1917 the Allied Commander decided to deliver a fron-

tal attack on the Hill 1050 and on the Piton Rocheux. 

The troops involved were three Italian Infantry Regiments, with 

one in support, the 16th French Colonial Division and a Russian 

brigade. The artillery consisted of some French field batteries and 

some Italian mountain guns. 

At 6.30 the infantry attack began. 





On the left, two Italians Battalion reached and passed beyond 

the enemy lines on the crest of Hill 1050 and recaptured the old 

trenches, lost by the Serbs after the fall of Monastir, but there they 

were met by very heavy rifle and machine-gun fire, suffered seri-

ous losses, so they had to fall back. One Italian Company was 

almost completely destroyed by the explosion of a mine which had 

been laid in the trench from which the enemy had been driven. 

Nevertheless the few survivors advanced with great energy and 





surprised the enemy in their dug-outs, capturing many German 

prisoners and killing others. However, enemy bombardment forced 

them to fall back on their original trenches.

Meanwhile, Italians took the enemy’s first line on the Piton Brule, 

but the lack of support  by  the 16th French Colonial Division, 

which was unable to maintain themselves on the Piton Rocheux, 

obliged them to fall back, partly on their own trenches and partly on 

positions between the old and the new trenches.





At 9.45, the attack was resumed, but it encountered the same fate 

as the previous. About midday the order to suspend the attack was 

given. On the morning of May 9, Italians lost about 3,000 men, the 

French about the same.

They died that we might live. Thanks.
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